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AIMING FOR THE FUTURE - HOW TO WALK THE SUSTAINABLE TALK

Circular economy practices and sustainable supply chains. 

When

Where

Hosted by

Agenda 
overview

April 12, 2018
09:30 to 16:00

Hotel Radisson Blue
Östergatan 10, 211 25 Malmö

DGE Group

Sustainability talk is flying high today, but customers are increasingly looking at how 
well businesses are walking the talk. This conference will focus on two important 
key areas in sustainable business, securing sustainable supply chains and shifting 
to circular business models. These are both great opportunities for Scandinavian 
businesses, and many are already leading the way! DGE wishes to inspire more by 
showing incentives and business examples. 

We in Denmark and Sweden have a long history of ensuring local environmental and 
social issues. But we are not as good at managing our resources and responsibility in 
a global perspective. This gap provides great business opportunities! If we can use our 
assets (biomass, trust and transparency, innovation etc.) to address global challenges, 
we can lead the way towards a circular economy - really decoupling growth from 
environmental and social impact. 

Join the movement!

 
 

Group 

Moderator

Registration

Fee

Sustainability consultant and world citizen Nan Kjellberg, DGE Group.

Before April 2, 2018 by mail sent to Jens Peter Nielsen, jpn@dge.dk or Monika Walfisz, 
monika.walfisz@dge.se. Please include name, title, company and mail. 

No fee.
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PROGRAM

09:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:00

11:00 - 11:30

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:00

13:00 - 13:30

13:30 - 14:00

14:00 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:00

Registration and coffee

Reducing our global footprints - the next steps:  
What works? Who must do what?

Connie Hedegaard
Chairman, Former EU Commissioner (Climate) and Mini-
ster of Denmark (Environment, Climate and Energy and 
Nordic affairs)

Coffee

Securing the supply chain – what did we learn?

Pierre Lennartsson
QE & CSR Manager, Lekolar

Securing sustainable supply chains; experiences 
from a life of auditing in the field.

Göran Brohammer
Extracon

Lunch

Aiming for circular economy, how can the private 
sector lead the way?

Flemming Besenbacher
Professor, Aarhus University. Chairman of the Carlsberg 
Foundation. During 2016-2017 chairman of the Danish 
Government’s Advisory Board for Circular Economy

Sustainability as Business Differentiator.

Christian Jølck
Director for Marketing and Communications, 
ROCKWOOL Nordics

Implementation of circular economy through life 
cycle analysis and eco design.

Maja Jakobsson
Sustainable Product and Business Development,
Miljögiraff

Coffee

Panel discussion


